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Single-biggest mass travel event in the USA!
Who’s in Charge?

The Total Solar Eclipse will be the single-biggest mass travel event in the USA in 2024, yet it doesn’t come with a manual or a trident bestowing power to one entity to serve as executive director and producer of the magnificent show that will grace our sky. Everyone is left to their own creativity based on their own level of enthusiasm.

What we do know is that people outside the path of totality will migrate towards the centerline along the path of least resistance without regard to jurisdictional lines, policies, or protocols. Need to be ready without specific top-down guidance.
Top 3 Actions in Your Power *(Do Without Permission!)*

1. Educate Yourself
   - Open your mind | Read
   - Follow | Attend | Browse

2. Use Your Network
   - Introduce yourself | Meet up
   - Seek neutral forces

3. Act
   - Join a Task Force | Create
   - Convey your findings
Contact Information

Lori Maher, Community Engagement
Genesee Transportation Council
lmaher@gtcmpo.org
585-232-6240 x217

www.publicinput.com/GTCEclipse

Facebook: @GTCMPO
Twitter: @GTCMPO